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summary 21
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patch test results 184–5
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immediate (type I) skin test reactivity 34
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serum IgE antibodies as epidemiological risk factors 188–9

serum IgE concentrations 183–4

time course of AD 189
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‘old mother’ hypothesis 148–54
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maternal effects of genomic imprinting 120–1

maternal nutrition

fetal origins of AD 127–31

programming of fetus 125

melanoma risk, Australia 170
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migrant populations
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defined 170

future research 248–9
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see also ethnic groups

model, causation of AD 205, 206
morbidity and cost 85–95

age-specific prevalence 85

financial burden
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direct and indirect 89
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future research 249
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occupational aspects of AD 60–8
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risk predictions 65
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risk quantification 64–6
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T-cell recognition 27

pollens 187
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age-specific prevalence

adults vs infants 18–19

frequency of AD by year of birth 96
morbidity and cost 85–7

asymptomatic disease 18

defined 101

epidemiological observations 104
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future public health implications 106–7

genetic susceptibility 101–2

geographical differences

global distribution of eczema 76
international variation 72–5
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incidence 101
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possible sources of error 99–101
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regional variation 78–9
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simple survey 14–15
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prevention of AD 205–18
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T cells
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Th1- and Th2-like immunity 106, 187, 249

Th2 stimulation in AD 29

T-cell receptor 119

tuberculin response, and remission of AD 105
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cumulative incidence of AD 97, 98
IgE levels 117
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maternal age 149, 151–2
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asthma–hayfever–AD (1958 cohort) 226–7
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standard morbidity ratios (SMRs) 80
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